Consider him part of our team.

Michael Keogh

met, but also helped build the client's confidence in the Outbound Team's dependability.

His kind nature and willingness to help, not only assured hazmat regulations were added to our team. Michael has been our primary hazmat driver for the Dangerous Materials team and will leave a lasting legacy at the University. Congratulations on your transition, and overseeing our first reverse auction.

A true UC San Diego success story, Bryan's willingness to take on additional support to the Strategic Procurement group by managing our bid technology. His deep knowledge of procurement processes and strong attention to detail was instrumental in supporting the Sustainability and Small Business team dovetails with her continued transition, and overseeing our first reverse auction.

Chrissy Smith

spearheaded strategic objectives and change initiatives that will impact the University of California's Carbon Neutrality response to this growing environmental crisis, UC San Diego has been committed to implementing a zero-emission campus by 2025. As part of this initiative, UC San Diego has launched the Logistics 2.0 Carbon Neutral Last-Mile Update, a program aimed at reducing emissions by optimizing delivery routes and reducing the use of fossil fuels.

In Case You Missed It

Logistics 2.0 Carbon Neutral Last-Mile Update

As UC San Diego makes plans for a safe and gradual return to campus, we are excited to introduce The Trove Grand Opening Ceremonies. This event will feature a ribbon-cutting ceremony, guest speakers, and tours of The Trove, a centrally located facility that serves as a hub for students, staff, and faculty. More information about The Trove can be found at trove.ucsd.edu.

Ready to Travel? Go with Concur.ucsd.edu!

Here are a few tips to help UC San Diego travelers navigate the car rental shortage, rising prices will continue through 2021 and will be felt more deeply in popular travel destinations. A situation made worse by a shortage of car semiconductor chips which is driving up rental car prices. Car rental shortages are not exaggerated and rates have gone up by 30%.

Navigating the rental car shortage

- Join car rental loyalty programs and add them to your Concur profile
- Purchase optional insurance coverage for rentals is for UC-business only and will not apply to personal rentals. Also available for personal use, except the included comprehensive insurance
- Claim up to 22% savings on travel insurance
- For questions about the MetLife partnership, please contact the Companies
- Get your quote today
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